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COVID–19 Measures

PLEASE, BE AWARE THAT THIS PAGE IS NOT UPDATED SINCE JUNE 25, 2020.
The aim of this page is to inform about relevant measures for businesses adopted in Slovakia (SMEs
as well as large enterprises) mitigating the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic.
The right side of this webpage contains an overview of the newly approved measures by June 9,
2020. Additional new measures adopted after this date will be gradually processed and updated by
SARIO on this webpage.
The current downloadable content includes the following measures:
New loan instrument [1]
Contributions to support maintaining of employment [2]
New loan instrument for SMEs (by SIH) [3]
New loan instrument for SMEs (by SZRB) [4]
New loan instrument for SMEs (by Eximbanka) [5]
Taxation measures [6]
Amendments to the Act on Social Security [7]
Amendments to the Labor Code [8]
Relevant existing measures of the Labor Code [9]
(in addition to the new measures mentioned above, this material also contains already
existing measures that are relevant in the current situation)
Measures Related to Deferral of Loan Repayments of Small Companies (SMEs ) and Self
Employed [10]
Juidicary measures — Temporary protection for enterpreneurs [11]
For additional information, please refer to the articles below.
This and the above-mentioned content is also available in Slovak [12].
In case of any questions, please do not hesitate to contact us at covid19@sario.sk [13].
—
A summary of economic measures is also available on the webpage of the Ministry of Economy of
the Slovak Republic [14].
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Disclaimer: Please note that the site’s goal is not to provide exhaustive information
on all relevant measures adopted due to the COVID-19 pandemic. SARIO’s materials
and other data on economic measures are for information purposes only. SARIO
does not bear any responsibility related to their completeness or acurateness.
SARIO does not provide legal opinions or interpretations on the measures in
question. For more information, we advise to contact the entity responsible for the
implementation or administration of the given measure.
—
July 17, 2020
Extension of the project to support maintaining of employment [15]
June 25, 2020
Slovak Investment Holding has launched new soft loans instrument regarding COVID-19
pandemics (loans for SMEs and large enterprises) [16]
June 25, 2020
Open call for financial aid on research and development aimed at managing the COVID-19
pandemic and its effects for the 2020-2021 period (by APVV) [17]
June 24, 2020
Call for financial institutions to express interest in participating in the financial instrument —
'Eximbanka SR — Antikorona záruka' [18]
June 9, 2020
Subsidies for rent compensation [19]
April 30, 2020
New loan instrument to support continued operation — COVID loan [20]
April 23, 2020
The Slovak parliament approved measures related to real estate rents [21]
April 20, 2020
New soft loan instrument by SZRB aimed at SMEs in relation to COVID–19 pandemic [22]
April 16, 2020
Support for maintaining employment also for large employers [23]
April 7, 2020
Approved Measures — Deferral of Loan Repayments [24]
April 3, 2020
The Slovak government has introduced the second package of measures for companies and
self-employed [25]
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April 2, 2020
The Slovak government accepted the project conditions for maintaining employment in times
of declared emergency [26]
March 31, 2020
A new soft loans instrument for SMEs is being launched as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic
[27]
March 31, 2020
7 mearsures for employees, companies and the self-employed [28]
March 26, 2020
COVID-19: The first measures for companies [29]
—
PLANNED WEBINARS
May 13 — E-mobility Today and in the Post-pandemic World [30]
May 07 — ICT in Emergency Situations [31]
PREVIOUS WEBINARS
How to manage you facility in the time of pandemics [32]
Smart Data Collection in Crisis Situation [33]
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